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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this project was to develop optimum techniques
for training and consulting with users and potential users of
Landsat digital computer technology. Specific goals were to:
1) Develop technical schedules and consulting techniques for
integrating Landsat classifications with geo-based Information
systems (GIS) through cooperation with the U.S. Forest Service,
McCloud Ranger District, data base integration project.
2) Develop appropriate methodol-)gies for expanding the information
displayed by an unsupervised Landsat classification of the State
of California for a limited geographical region. This investi-
gation was to be done in cooperation with the California
Department of Forestry (CDF) in a northern California county.
3) Produce a Semi-annual and a Final Report documenting significant
results and conclusions.
The first goal. integration of a GIS, could not be accomplished since
the Forest Service decided against incorporating Landsat data into
their CIS at this time. It was therefore decided to alter the grant
through mutual agreement between the Technical Officer and the
Principal Investigator. The first goal was changed to: developing
Landsat training techniques through the support of a VICAR Software
Workshop at the NASA Ames Research Center. The material developed
for this workshop and a short summary statement of results are pre-
sented in Section One of this report.
The second go6l. Landsat information extraction, was accomplished as
planned and a description of the findings is included as Section Two.
The semi-annual report has been submitted and this document is the
Final Report, fulfilling goal number three.
SECTION ONE
VICAR Workshop
Project Overview
The Principal Investigator developed and tested a teaching module
on image classification procedures using the VICAR computer software
package. The module was developed to optimize the training benefits
for State users of the VICAR programs. The module was field tested
at a NASA sponsored VICAR users workshop in the Fall of 1980. The
module is organized into three basic sections: (1) Lecture on Image
Classification using VICAR, (2) Exercise on classification with VICAR
and (3) Discussion of results.
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9Letailed Discuszion of Work Flow
i. Select Study Area
A. Site
The &election of an area for computer classification is influenced
by E;eve• rnl factors:
1) Management unit or region of responsibility
2) Natural boundaries of ecosystems, such as watersheds
3) For experimental work, the decree to which Lind-use categories of
interest are represented on the ground.
The instructors have selected a study urea foi • the exercises today.
It is a coastal region in Northwestern Columbia, South America. The
region was selected because it illustrates the international scope of
the Iandsut system, contains several general categories of land-ur:r,
and we happened to have the liuidsat CCT sitting on the shelf.
B. iond Cover Information Categories
The relectior, of information categories is the beginning step ir,
classifying IxAndcat data. Information cater;ory selection can be ti,oul,ht
Of us goul r;ett.ng
 in the planning proses:. Decia;ions niu:;t be ir:,d-r on
w1uit lard cover tyner, are needed for the inventory and whet Inrdr.at
t;pest ral c,irnaturei.; are apt to represf-nt thoi.e cover types.
Examining air phutos of the study area will give an indication c,f
the land coN,,rr categoriev present. We have ricoe space photography from
Skylab tu ►d come high resolution 1MV imagery of the study area fon yo;.,
to use in this, exercise. An enhanced Iruidmt, falr.e color compobite
of the study area is also available. You rLould select approxir.ntely
3-5 categories of land-use which you believe to be pre:,ent in the utu y
I	
arec.
IO
11. Select G Training Areas
Training; areas should be selected from Frey scale computer print-
out of the study area. These areas should be representative canplts
of the information categories you have selected and contain at lewrt
100 pixels. Avoid bo:-der pixels. Compare the grey scale print-out
with the photon and false color composite to locate training areas
for about 3 of your resource categories that appear very homogeneou3.
Outline, in pencil, training areas for 3 of your resource categories
on the grey scale print-out, in rectangular fora. VICAR can accept
irrePuler shapes through the "VERT" format but we will stay with rec-
tangular today. Record the Gtartini; line, starting sample, number of
lines and number of samples .ur each training area. We would like you
to select 5 training area:.. This iricans you hnve room for 2 resource
categorieb to be represented by 2 training areas each. iiie remainii,r
resource categories are to be representel by one training area. In
an actual application run, one would want several traininE areas to be
L;pe:ci fied for each resource category of intercr;t. Thic allow;; for it
more representative srcnple to be c;olected.
Now, you will probably find that at least ono of your trrource
catet;o:ics did not fit nicely into a rectantvlar, hoviogencouu arcet.
:'his is u very cot.mn problem in Landc.at clacaificatiou work. Sums
resource categorieL have very hetcrogencous lil;ht refleetanct! }u:itcro!;
(7nndrat spectral sipiatureL). Some are interrperi.ed amonP other catc-
Marie&. Mat.y wildl.und vegetation clteroriec are very hctrrogenccu:; aid
obviouLly require c gpeciel treatme:,t.
I
We will ure "clustering" for this heterogeneous condition. Select
one trainrnr, area which reprvnentr. a Lund-ur;e category of intcrer,t )o•t
it: very diouecte ,l and nixed up in' appearance on the false color cox-iiKi--
erte. Because one is leas sure of actual -,round location when epeci-
tying thece heterogeneous types, a larger traiuing area is preferred;
r.V 2W to X00 pixels. Record the coordinates for this wren in the
same format that the other five arerus were recorded in.
111. Generate Stntictica (5 areas)
lnndbat apectral bta^intice are the driving force behind the isijAvc
clnaf:ification proccss. They are u:v • by the iraximum likelihood cla^-
rifier •
 to calculate the probability of a pixel falling into n partirrInt•
clncs. It is central to clac.6ficntion accuracy that there strottstict.
be
 Lis homogeneous an pof.;rible ( i.e., low variance in each channel) ;:nc
y t represent the land cower type a;. accurately as possible.
We are taking the c.upervitxd nppronch to rpectraJ staticticr at-vulop-
m?nt for the 5 hrmorenaous trair. in t t areas we have 6^_lectcd. We r;inr'y
tc,lly all pixels occurring; within th y
 training area rand compute the
cmlti-varrate cwjj .u, vuriances Lind covarrance.s for the data set definrd
by the trainlr^r area boundarivr,.
The V1t;Ai: program 11STA95" is ur.cd to f-eucrate cup-ervised tralnin
ctutinticc. A complete VIC" run it explaired in Appendix 1.
IV. C1 Linter (i arcn )
We fe • cl that our hetvro j ;eneous land-uf.o category prot•ably cor.trrir.;:
t•cvvrtl c.pectral claciver, which will likely color the stun color
`	 place in the f.erc final cL,"O in tl.e final photo product of thu
1'
finished classification. Yet we are unsure oe where these spectral
classes are located	 which pixels are which) and how many are
there. Statistical clustering will allow the identification of
natural grouping or clustering in the data set. We will use the
VICAR program "CY.USTER" to automatirally seloc • 10 spectral classes	 {^
from our heterogeneous are pt. S-•v ': ir w ire 1 fnr details on using
"C LUSTER."
V. Clucter Entire Training Area
It is often useful to cluster the entire study area in order to
pick up spectral statisticn which may not tw is the :raining areas you
have defined. We will not take the tine to do this additional cluc-
tvrinv; during the workshop.
t
t
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Vl. Merge and &dit Statistics
An analyst cannot assum that the statistics produced by the super-
vised approach and by clustering are statistically distinct from each
other since the work was done independently. A classification of pas-
ture produced from clustering n%y have near identical spectral patterns
as a pasture class developed from a pasture training area. Therefore,
it is not enough to simply combine all of the statistics produced from
various approaches; they must be edited.
It is quite possible that two classes may be similar enough spec-
trally to cause: mis-classification. When two spectral cl&ssea overlap
excessively in spectral space, the computer experiences difficulty in
deciding which class to place pixels into. One tool which awnsiee the
spectral similarity or uniqueness of two classes is the separability
statistic. Separability statistics are computed for each pair of spec-
tral classes and combined in a separability matrix. In this example,
two classes were very similar with a separability of 0.13.	 These
classe s,, 4 and 5, were developed from the two cypress training areas
which seemed to appear slightly different on the red (channel 2) line
printer map. This low separability statistic indicates that these two
classes could not. be accurate ly distinguished by the classification
algorithm. Since neither of these classes conflicted with other classes,
they i;hould be pooled together to form one spectral class for cypress
swamp. This was done with the following core VICAR commands:
E,STA`1') 1T,IN,G1O-',,PS1
P,P°,1
SEIECT,1,2,3,6,'/,8,9, 1 0, 11 ,12, 1 3. i4 ,>>, POOL,4,5
aPA R
1i^ r(x.►'rc t2JA1.^i
14
A two channel map is also useful for visually comprehending the
positions of each class in spectral space. A two channel plot is
drawn in Figure 1. Classes 1-5 were developed by a supervised approach
and show ride dispersion except for 4 and 5. This is to be expected
since we trained on vastly different resource categories to form
classes 1-3. Classes 6-15 were developed from clustering the hotero-
geneous mountainous area near the urban center. Note how the clus-
tering has produced a "cloud" of similar yet spectrally distinct
classes. This is typical for classes developed from clustering. Also
note that the euclidian distance between many of the unsupervised clus-
ters is as small as the distance between class 4 and 5. The variances
are eanller for the clustered data, however, allowing for less spec-
tral overlap. In general, clustering allows the identification of
more spectral lasses than the supervised approach.
We did not experience any spectral overlap between classes developed
from clustering ana supervised classes. We were lucky. In a more
tnorouKh development of a classification, one would have trained on more
upland, mountainous areas and experienced some spectral overlap and
confusion. When the editing process becomes inure complex, two good
general rules to follow are these: 1) When two classes are very similar
yet don't overlap M itt; other classes, they should be pooled. Z) When a
clauc, is similar to two or more other classes the e1Ass causing the prob-
IviA should be deleted. Of course many other more subjective considera-
tions affect the decision to pool or delete, such as the number of pixels
in the classes, the importance of a particular cla3s to the user and the 	 A
variances of the (lames involve(..
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t i f-ire 1.	 A two channel plot of the spectral classes developed t'rom
ciuperviued training (0) and Pulded clustering (&) techniyuee;.
W.. FLnal Classi f icat ion
The VICAR software has two classification algorithmn available,
BAYES and FASTCIAS. BAYES is a multispectral classifier which uses
the Bayesian maximum likelihood algorithm. FASTCUS is a multispectral
classifier using an algorithm which combines the parallepiped and
Bayesian techniques. The classification is done in a two-step process.
First, parallepiped decision boundaries are act up at plus-or-minus a
number of standard deviations from the mean in each channel. The user
specifies the number of standard deviations to use. In order for a pixel
to be placed into a saecific class, the mean value must fall within the
decision boundaries for that class. If a pixel's spectral signature
falls outside the db•-ision boundaries for all classes, the pixel is
assigned to the unxnown class. A pixel whose spectral signature falls
within the decision boundary for more than one class is considered ambi-
guous. The user- can ret-,olve the ambiguity by classifying this pixel wit:•
u maximum like	 askelihood algorithm. The following basic VICAR commands were
uc•ed for FA61VI S:
Z , FASTC LAS , (A ,G RP) , CAT_, PS2
P,PS&,
MSS,4 SIGMA, i.0
These otatements will execute FASTCLAS using an input data set,
"A," and n atatiaticr: file, "GRP." The output file is called "CAT."
A complete listing of the VICAR command sequence to edit the statis-
ticb and run MYES n nd FASTCLAS is presented at: Appendix 11.
In
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APPOIDIX t
Annotated VICAR Command Sequence to; (1) Generate Statistics.
(2) Cluster to Create Statistics and (3) Edit Statistics.
Each section of the following VICAR run is lettered and the explanation for
each section is located after the letter as a footnote.
Line
	
1	 SWUP,N11r^A TAPE WJT008 9 TR800 BPI WITHOUT RING
	
2	 TIM& , 500
	
3
	
am. ` , WiTo08 , m, 9
	
4	 SAVE,2,101,101,VICAR I,COLST,COILLIISM
	
5	 RFSERYE,4,514,514,•,(C0L1,C0U COL3,COL4)
6 A	 RE-SERVE, 1.2055,514,•,A
	
7	 E,SAR,•N01,COL1,(211,328,512,512)
8E,SAR,•NO2,C012,(211,328,512,512)
	
9	 F.,SAR,•NO3,COL3,(211,328,512,512)
	
10	 E,SAR,•NO4,COL4,(211,328,512,512)
11	 E,STATS,(COLI,COL2,COL3,COL4),COLST„PSI
	
12	 P, P61
	
I'	 HIST,SPEC,TRAIN
	
14	 CLASS,1,24o,43o,2o,2o1” P
	
1C	 ^	
y
	
I8,	 CLASS9 "946C,853,20,20
19--C	 E,MSS,(COLI,COI.I,COL3,COL)4),A
	
20	 E, CLUSTER, A, COW UISM„PS2
21	 P,PS2.
.-12 (	 MSS , 4 SPEC NCATS ,10 NCMI N , '^
23 I^	 HIST,2,1# DELTA,0.41, COt1V,98.O
4 i	 SAMPLE,4 TRAIN
26 ,	E,STATEUIT ,COLST ,” , ,!'S
	
2" ,	E,STATMIT,COLCLIZM, •, ,PS3
	
:8	 P,PS3
") /L	 COPY ,ALL CHECK SITAR
	
30	 M
UPLANATION OF 1A:M'ERS
A. The::,- &tatements Lire ctundard net up cardcc for u VICAR run.
Lana I, tell& the op-rator what tape to use
Lane 2, Gets an upper time limit of 500 seconds
Line S, rends the tape and labels the tape "N"
Line 4, re6ervcs	 p©rmwient data sets called "WLST" and "COLCLUSM" on a
disk pack called VICARI.
101 samples per line by 1U1 lines
Line 5, reserves 4 temporary data seta in the public wmory (') called
COL1, C012, COLS, COL4. Each data set is 514 easples x 514 liner.
0
AL 
PAGE `,5
s	 MLIG^ GU pt .m
`_	 ^^	 ( ^F PI x>R 
1N
Lire 6, recervez one temporary data set, 2055 :ample; by 514 lines in the
public mt.-mcry. Thv file is to be celled "A."
Lines i-10, reclucot tt,nt tour i.ands- of Lvrdr-at data be copies: from talie "iY"
to di-k filer cn.11ed CGL1-4. (COL for Colunb.ca) Only n :.ubwint:ow
of data is to !-e copied however, ;:tartiirg nt line 211, SUL,ple `020
and conti.nuir.r 512 sampler, by 512 lines.
B. These ctatements Cenerate npectral statistics; for 5 training areas.
L;nec 11-10, generate spectral :tatistics u-ing 4 hands of Landrat data
(COL1-4) and call the output file COIST (for Columbia ctat:nticc).
The size field is defaulted („) and the statistics are to be
generated according to parameter statement 1. Parameter ctatemcnt
1 (lines 12-18) calls for histograms of all input bandr, of each
spectral clavj and spectral plots of all bands,. The word ""RAIN”
tells the computer that training- fields are to follow. Lines 14-18
Five rectangular window coordinates (starting- line, starting :sanple,
number of lines, number of samples) for 5 training areas.
C. This one statement (line 19) reformats the 4 bands of data into an MSS
format window called "A."
D. These statements regaest a clustering algorithm to be passed throuE,h data
cct "A."
line 910, requests the "CLUSTER" routine to he uLed on data set A. Vic
output file is to be cal led COLCIIICM, ( for Columbia clusterin,-. on
a countainou: area) and the size field is defaulted („). The
p;:rarneter st;,ter-.,nts (lines 22-2`i) indicate tint; (1) the iripu'.
data its 4 channel, Y.SS forrrlt, (2) n pectral plots of all ch•sr:r.vls
are requested, (5) number of clasues to be Ceneraled is 10, (4)
minimum number of cl asccL; after merr-*ng :c 5, (')) histot-ram:. Are
requested of chzinnel_. 2 a-id 4, (b) the delta or minimum ceparability
utntistic is 0.45, (I) the pear cent convergence required is LSO”,
(6) every gith pixel is to be rrunplcn and (9) one training area is
to he submitted, 100 liners by lix/ sxtmplet,.
Y. Thiu nection recuevts that ecplrability matrices bo printed out for both
ctatictics filvs created, COIL !2 at,d C07C111511.
i
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APPENDIX 2
MAN command oequence to edit the Rtatictice and run BAY
and FASTCLAS.
CHARGE,T4352
TINE ,19(x)
SrM,NEED TAPE WJTOx)8 9TR &X) BPI WITHOUT RING
SVM,NEED TAPE WJ7 1018 )TR &x) BPI WITH RING
READ,•,WJTO08,N,9
WRITE ,',WJT018,T,9
R S&M ,4,514,514,0,(COL1,CD12, C)OL3,OOL4 )
RESF.RVE,1,2055,514,',IN
F1ND, (GRP,VICARI)
E,SAR ,'NOI,COL1 ,(211,328,512,512)
E,SAR ,'NO2,COL2, (211,328,512,5I2)
E , SAR,' NO3, OOL3, ( 211, 328, 512, 512 )
E,SAR ,'N04,COL4 ,(211,328,512,512)
E,KSS,(0OLI,0OL2,0OL3,COL4),IN
E , FASTCLAS , (IW ,GRP) , COL1 „ PS2
P,PS2
NSS ,4 6IGNA ,9.0
E,STRL`TCH,COL1,COI2,,(LINEAR,O, 63 )
E,DISPLAY,0012,' „PS3
P,PS3
.-= +/wsOW=)(4S
,
+M/
3,5
E,BAYES, ( 1N,GRP) ,COLS, , (MSS,4 )
L, STRETCH, COL3, COI 4 , . ( LINEAR, O, 63 )
E , L1SPTaY , WL4 ,' , , YS4
P,PS4
.-=+/V'Ow=)(4S
+!1/
E,SAN,WLI,T
l.,SAR,(X^LS,T
FIND
-1
Protect Summary
In general, the module was well received by the VICAR users and
potential VICAR users at the NASA Workshop. There was enough
time allotted for the lecture and exercises. The material seemed
to be addressing the appropriate level of sophistication for
efficient technology transfer.
The schedule called for the students to actuall y run VICAR soft-
ware. "live" at the workshop. This was quite beneficial for
establishing utter confidence, yet required a trt •mendous amount of
backup effort. Mike MacDonald of Technicolor gave his energy
above and beyond the call of duty. If Mike had not been willing
to put in three 18 hour days, the "live" portion would have
failed miserably.
fhe lesson learned was not to underestbate the amount of support
required for students in a workshop to actually process Landsat
data. I would suggest that 4 or S consultants be available to
review student card decks before submission to the computer and
to helm de-bug VICAR runs after they have failed to operate.
The discussion session would have been improved substantially if
mere examples of VICAR classifications had been available. The
Principal Investigator came up short in this area. 	 In t1le future.
it would he befit to have several comparative: VICAR classifications
(v.g., FASTCI.AS and BAYES with supervised statistics, with guidt•d
clustering anti with unsupervised statistics) available for student
review and discussion. I was counting on the student output which
didn't materialize to the level required for an in-depth discussion.
_Il
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1NTR000CTION
Un January 8, 1980, Judge Lawrence K. Karlton of the U.1). District
Court of Eastern California ruled that the National Environmental Impact
Statement (NETS) supporting the second Roadless Area Review (RARE I1) did
not satisfy the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). The court then enjoined the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) from
developing any of the 47 disputed non-wilderness areas in California
pending Prol)er consideration of wilderness values in compliance with
NLPA. Privd ry deficiencies cited by the judye included the "lack of
site- y Pecific data on RARE II areas" (J. of Forestry, 1980).
[his dramatic court decision with its far-reaching national implica-
tiuns hiyh1i9ht.. .i pressing need for inventory data on a site specific
basis. Landsat, a NASA-sponsored earth imaging satellite, is providing
the potential for site specific forest inve ;stories of very large areas.
One Landsat scene coves approximately 3.4 million ha (8.46 million ac)
or 34,255 km2 (13,214 square miles) with r. grid cell information base,
each cell having a ground area of approxirately 0.46 ha (1.12 ac). The
satellite measures reflected "light" in four bands of the electromagnetic
speLt ► • uin,
 two visible and two non-visible infrared wavelength bands.
kefleLtanLe Patterns called "spectral sig;latures" are measured by the
Sdtellite as it Pdsses in sun synchronous, near pour orbit. The space-
craft returns to the same location on the earth every 18 days (Sabins,
19"/8).
The 1ey1sldt0rs of Lalifornid have responded to forest inventory
needs by passing the Californid Forest Resources Assessment and Policy
Act of 1911 (FRAPA). This bill (AB 452) established a project to improve
the information t:dse, upon whit-h forest policy decisions are formulated.
Under Policy yuivance from the California board of Forestry and with the
help of the Secretdry of Resource-, the Director of Forestry was required
to prepare d forest rVSUUrces assessment and analysis by July 1, 1979.
The bill d1SU Provides for an updated assessment every five years.
The Staff of the Furest ResoU"ce Assessment Proyram (FRAP), a branch
of the Cdltforrld Uepd r Unent of Fuiestry (CUE), u,operdted with the NASA
Ames Research Center (NV A-ARC) Moffett Field, California, to use Landsat
data in the preliminary asseSsnrents. Forest cover was classified by
computer, using [dnnsdt ,,dtd ut the entire stdte. Land condition and type
of vegetative Cover was Placed into one of 17 categories which included
conifer forest, conifer/harNuoo ;crest, hardwuud forest and brush.
Arc_'d summdrles were provided by cdteyery fur each county of the State
(Peterson dno Tosta, 1919).
To turther develop the detail of the assessment program, a cooperative
project has undertaken in 1919-60 between CDF, NASA, Humboldt State
iniversity (HSU), California Polytechnic State University at San Luis
Obispo, and the Tahoe Ndtlundl Forest. The objective was to intensively
inventory three areas in California with Landsat digital data to determine
0101 ( ,• AL PAGP; is
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it mure classification aetail could be achieved on a local basis than
had been possible in the state-wide survey. The results would assist
CUF in fulfilling future forest assessment responsibilities.
This report is a description of the Landsat inventory of Humboldt
County, completed by HSU. It therefore represents one phase of the
cooperative project. The goals of the Humboldt project were to:
1) Develop an intensive forest land inventory strAtegy for
HunOuldt Cuunty that could evaluate the full discriminatory
power ut Ldndsdt spectral signatures for vegetation classi-
tiLdtiun.
2) Mdp dno inventory the forest land of Humboldt County using
Landsat diyitdl data via computer classification techniques.
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PROJECT AREA
Humboldt is California's 14th largest county comprising 9254 km2
(J573 square miles) (Figure l). The county is approximately 170 km
(105 miles) long, north and south, and 56 km (35 miles) wide. east
and west. Humboldt is primarily mountainous with the exception of the
alluvial lowlands in the Eel River Valley and Humboldt Bay Area. Eleva-
tion ranges from sea level to over 2133 m (7000 feet). Precipitation
occurs during the winter months, with an average rainfall of 101 cm
(40 inches) with excesses of 229 an (90 inches) occurring in isolated
coastal mountain areas. Temperatures are highly variable in the county
with lows for the winter of -8.80C. (160F.) in the mountainous areas
and 12.2 0C. (540F.) in the Eureka area. Summer high temperatures range
fran 180C. (600F.) on the coast to 400C. (1000F.) in the inland areas.
The 1980 census showee 107,500 county residents with approximately
50 percent living within a ':5-mile radius of Eureka. Humboldt has a
higher population than any of its neighboring counties, Uel Norte to the
north, Mendocino to the south, and Trinity and Siskiyou to the east.
Twenty-seven percent of the county is in public (federal, state,
county, and municipal) ownership and 73 percent is private (Humboldt
Atlas, 1975). The Forest Products Industry provides approximately one
,lob in four. Humboldt is the top lumber-producing county in California
and ranks among the top lumber-producing counties in the United States.
Redwood (Sequoia sem,ervirens) is the major commercial species with
Douglas-fir Pseudotsuya menziesii) and hardwoods providing the remainder
of the important timber resources. Old growth timber is limited, creating
a major shift towards second growth harvesting and management.
Important conifer species are: redwood, Douglas-fir, grand fir
(Abies randis), sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), Western hemlock (Tsu a
hetero y a ,Port Urford-cedar^Fiamaecy2ar s lawsoniana) and Western
r`edce ar hu,ja plicata). Important hardwood specter s are: tanoak
(LithocaEEus densl Orus), Pacific madrone (Arbutus menziesii), giant
chnt qua pinTC nry suTe^is chr s^hylia). red a der _lnus rubra ,Oregon
white oak ( uercus yarryand, and California black oa_ ( uercus kelloggii).
2S
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INVENTORY DESIGN
Landsat previoed a comprehensive data base with 6 grid cell
coordinate system. The inventory was designed to classify every picture
element (grid cell) and therefore was a 100 percent inventory with no
sampling. While it was certain that ill of the area would be inventoried
to a .4.1 ha cell size, the exact classification was not prepared before-
hand. ',#e spectral signatures developed from the Landsat pixels may have
represented various levels of classification detail depending on environ-
nwntal conditions, forest types involved, the discriminatory power of the
computer programs, and the skill and experience of the analyst.
We began the project with the gorl of identifying two major conifer
species types, redwood and Douglas-fir, and various mixes, as well as
several forest density categories and size classes. A literature review
of work completed prior to 1975 indicated that we would nut reach this
level of detail (deStinger, 1978). Our experience had been that the
initial classification goals were achievable (Fox and Mayer, 1980) and
recent work by others indicated a high probability of success (Walsh, 1980).
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
The classification of Lanasat data can be divided into three dictinct
tasks:
1) Developiny a set of descriptive statistics for the spectral
classes required.
2) Classifying the study area into tnese classes.
3) Ident.fyiny the resource iabel for those spectral classes.
t o complete this project, we used unsupervised and guided clustering
techniques (Flemniny, 1975) to develop the needed spectral classes and
multivariate discriminant analysts for classifying every pixel in the
study area ( ,)abins, 1978).
Scene Selectit)o and Image Mosaic
After a review of available Landsat images of Humboldt County that
wer1 cloud-free and date se4uentidl, two April 12, 1977 scenes were
selected. Each inldge covered approximately 50 percent of the county.
A computer compatible tape wds acquired from Earth Resources Observation
Systel,15, (EROS) Data Center. Rddiometric anomalies including bad data
lines and points, UdOlorietric stripiny and atmospheric scattering ►sere
not corrected or normalized before processing. These errors were not
significant for Lhe data tape.
:b
The two iinages were overlap;ing north to south by approximately
200 lines. To assure an accurate line--by-line match for ,joining the
two images, the overlapping lines were removed which was completed on
the IBM-360 computer at NASA-ARC. This assured continuois. non-overlapping
datA north to south. Each scene was copied to tape as weal as to computer
disk for easy access during processing.
Resource Category Selection
in order to determine the maximum detail that could be obtained from
Landsat digital data classifications, resouce categories were selected
for targeted forest land variables. The approach focused on conifer species
differentiation. tree size class, and crown closure category. Furthermore,
forest categories such as hardwood, brush, and regeneration areas were also
being selected for classification.
Before a feasible classification scheme was selected, an examination
of the vegetation communities was completed. As the different forest
communities were identified. a determination was made relative to the
following criteria:
1) Is the resource type an important part of the vegetation
mosaic of Humboldt County?
2) Is there enough acreage of that vegetative community to
facilitate computer processing?
3) Would the resource type be spectrally separable from the
other types?
It It was determined that a vegetative conmunity met these criteria, it was
included into the preliminary Lld$Si f ication scheme. The CALVEG classifi-
Ldtion scheme was used as reference to develop the vegetation types (Parker
and Matyas, 1980). It was also decided that resource categories and
classification goals would change throughout the classification process as
the limitations of spectral discrimination and computer software were
encuuntered.
Training Area Selection and Groundtruthing Effort
Approximately 10 homogenous training fields were selected for each
resource category. The training areas were at least 10 ha (25 ac) in
size. with the maturity of training fields being -20 ha (50 ac). The
training areas were lccated on U-2 1:32,500 color infrared aerial photo-
yraphy and outlined on U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 1 ►,' quadr,.ngle maps
to facilitate groundtruthing.
A field visit was made to each training area to determine plant
species. vegetative crown closure, age, size class. aspect and slope.
Tris in fo rmation was recorded and used as an aio to the lateling of
spectral classes generatcJ.
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Landsat Classification Procedures
In order to extract. the "raw" (unaltered) Landsat spectral informa-
tion from within each training field, the Landsat imaes were displayed
un the Interactive Digital Image Manipulation System ?IDIMS) cathode ray
tube. The training areas were located by visual inspection of the Landsat
data. These areas were removed from the data set and copied on disk to
facilitate guided clustering.
Guided clustering was completed or each set of training areas. EDITOR
suftwar •e was used to analyze the Landsat data. Procedures used were similar
to those reported by Fox and Mayer, 1979; Forbes et al. 1980; and Mayer et
al. 1980.
Unsupervised clustering was performed on each Landsat image to
develop spectral statistics unique to the resources present in the scenes.
!re two statistics files were compared for spectral separability (Fox and
Mayer', 1979). The statistics files were edited to eliminate classes with
spectral similarity. Tfie final statistics were merged with the statistics
developed from guided clustering.
The final, edited Statistics file was used as input to a maximum
likelihood decision fun,-tion. 	 This step completed a multivariate
discriminant analysis of the Landsat data and classified every pixel
into une of the spectral classes developed.
Mdny wore Spectral ,.lasses (unique light reflectance pattern) are
W;udoly yenerated than the number of resource categories defined (Mayer
and Fox, 1973). In order to comprehend the data, several spectral classes
must ^c grouped together into resource categories. Spectral classes were
gruuped according to geugrapni cal proximity and similar resource classifi -
cation ds observed on i.olor infrared photography. Spect ral curves of
Ld ndsat generated spectral classes were also used to determine the proper
resource identity (Mayer and Fox, 1980).
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Accuracy Evaluation
The Landsat classified scenes (April 12. 1977) were evaluated using
U-2 culor infrared photography (May 8. 1978). Classified data windows
were selected from both scenes that could be easily located on the ground
and on the photographs. Single pixels were randomly selected from these
windows. A two man team was used to complete the evaluation. One member
of the team located the pixel to be evaluated on the photographs. The
second member completed the photointerpretation to determine the "truth"
(actual resource identity).
The overall mean probability of correct classification was calculated
by:
P . X
WHERE: Y is equal to the number of correct Landsat pixels
and X is the total number of pixels identified by
photoi nterpretati on.
For a complete technical description of the evaluation process. refer to
Mayer and Fox. 1980 and Fox et a l . 1981.
Area Summary
Area summaries for the Landsat resource categories were produced
tur Humboldt County. The boundary of the county was digitized into the
computer data base in order to create a specific geographical segment
of the categorized data. Area summaries within that segment were accessed
through the EDITOR software system.
RESULTS
Resource Category Description
The Landsat spectral data was classified into 64 classes, each one
representing a statistically unique light reflectance pattern (Table 1).
The spectral classes were assigned to 15 resource categories based on
similarities in composition (Table 2). The forested land was classified
into nine categories. based on species composition (redwood through hard-
wood). All of the forest categories represented closed canopy forest
stands with various proportions of hardwoods and conifers. The total
vegetative crown closure was consistently greater than 65% for all nine
forest categories.
The "Redwood" category is dominated by redwood (Sequoia se ervirens
which represents 80% of the conifer trees present. Up to 20% of the
conifers present may be one or more of the following species: Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsu a menziesii), grand fir (Abies grandis . sltka spruce (PiCea
stichen=is) , and western hemlock (Tsuga heterophy la).
The "Redwood" class may contain small amounts of hardwood, usually
red alder (Alnus rubra). The stands are definetly conifer dominated;
however, with hardwood seldom occupying more than ten percent of the
forest canopy.
The "Uouylas-fir > 801," category also represents a closed canopy
conifer stand. Douglas-fir dominates and comprises over 80% of the total
conifer cover. Associated conifers may occupy up to 20`, of the stand and
be any or all of the following species: ponderosa pine (Pinus onderosa)
sugar pine (Pinus laRibertianna), incense-cedar (Libocedrus decurrens).
white fir (Abies conco or , Y d noble fir (Abiesrp ocera	 mom—amounts
of hardwood	 ess tha— n ^G^ of total trees) may also be present in the
Stand.
The "Uouylas-fir/Hardwood" categories (61-801 and 25-60") are fully
;tucked stands containing a mixture of Douglas fir and hardwood. Douglas-
fir dominates, representing 61 to 80r of the trees present in the 61-80%
category. Hardwoods are principally tanoak (Lithoear us densiflorus) and
Pacific madrone (Arbutus menzies i i). Hardwoods dominate the	 -60b
category. Since Douglas- iir accounts for 26-60% of the trees present,
hardwoods and/or brush comprise the remaining proportion of the stand.
Up to 20% of the conifers in these stands may be comprised of species
other than Douglas-fir, the same associates listed for the previous
Uouglas-fir class.
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The "Mixed Conifer" category represents a closed crown stand in
which no one conifer species dominates. The class is made up of redwood
and Douglas-fir near the coast and pine. fir. Douglas-fir, and occasionally
white fir further inland.
The "Mixed Conifer/Hardwood" classes are identical to the Douglas-fir/
Hardwood classes discussed previously except that the conifers in these
categories are mixed with no single species previously predominating. The
coastal forest community described as " redwood" was placed in this category
(Parker and Matyas. 1980). These forests often contain 30 to 50% hardwood
and the conifers rarely are redwood only. Often 30% of the conifers present
are other than redwood. The species listed in the "redwood" category are
the major ones present.
The two "Hardwood" classes are comprised of red alder, tanoak and
madrone in various densities. These classes contain woody vegetation,
greater than 15 feet in height. This is an important distinction since
tanoak grows in brush form as well as tree form. Often the only difference
between brush and hardwood is a difference in canopy height. The Hardwood.
60% crown closure class contains greater than 60% hardwood forest canopy
closure. The understory is brush or grass/forest. The Hardwood. 26-60%
crown closure class contains between 26 and 60% crown closure of hardwoods.
Brush or grass/forest make up the remainder of the total vegetative cover.
The "Soil" category is primarily bare soil yet may contain up to
25'.: vegetation, with scattered trees, brush or grass/forest.
"Agriculture/Grasslands" is a combination range/agriculture category
which contains both irrigated and non-irrigated pasture.
"Brush" is a category describing woody vegetation less than 15 feet in
hetyht. Tanoak, blue blossom (Ceanothus th rslflorus), snow brush (Ceanothus
velutinus). deer brush (Ceanothustnte errtmus ,and coyote brush (_BaccFarT
pilutaris) are major specs Irefer to Parker and Matyas. 1980 for a
con^ete listing). The brush category may contain conifer seedlings that
are beneath the brush canopy level. This class does not contain significant
amounts of conifer seedlings or saplings protruding above the brush canopy.
The "B rush/Regeneration" category is identical to the brush canopy except
that it contains significant amounts of conifer seedlings and/or saplings
protruding above the brush canopy. The conifers represent over 40% of the
canopy in this class. Conifer regeneration may be any of the conifer species
described previously.
The "Other" category describes lands of little importance to forest
management. urban, gravel and snow.
The "Water" category describes rivers and marine estuaries in the
county.
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Accuracy Evaluation
The overall mean probability for correct classification was V.2
percent. The accuracy estimate was determined from evaluating 320 single
pixels scattered randomly throughout the county. Individua l, category
accuracy statements were not generated as photo coverage was not complete,
creating problems in finding and locating adequate sampling areas. Further
evaluation of detailet; resource categories will take place in the future
(Prime Timberland Contract 3-080-078),  as photographs become available.
Area Summary
Landsat identified 962,291 ha (2,309,512 ac) in Humboldt County
(Table 3). It was found that Douglas-fir was the most predominant conifer
cateyury, comprising 21 percent (485,481 ac) of the total land base. This
was expected, as a preliminary survey of the county suggested that there
was more Douglas-fir present than redwood (Plank, 1974). 
Redwood > 80r comprises four percent of the total land base; approxi-
mately 37,928 ha. It is important to note that th.ore is more redwood in
the county than is revealed by this figure. Many of the "second growth"
redwood stands were placed into the mixed conifer category; primarily due
to the heavy intermingling ( >20".) of associated conifer species. In the
past, many timber inventories referred to any stand containing redwood as
d redwood stand. Since Landsat spectral signatures respond to total
veyetdtive cover, it was not practical or- feasible to misinterpret these
stands as redwood. Consequently, mixed conifer, >80b cc, was the second
must abundant category, comprising 13 percent (125,300 ha) of the land
base.
Lonifer- forest as d whole makes up nwr •e than 60 percent (580,669 ha)
of the land base • n the county. This is a graphic example of the wealth
of Briber resou ► • ces in Humboldt. Furthermore, pure hardwood comprises just
over 6 percent (62,934 ha). This tutal may seem to be low, but actually
it is very realistic. Much of the hardwood in the county does not exist
in pure stands, devoid of conifers. hdrdwoods are found in much of the
')ou,jlas-fir/iidrdwood 61-80 percent, 26-61 percent, Mixed Conifer/Hardwood
ul-80 percent, and 2b-60 percent. These categories comprise approximately
22 percent (215,158 ha) of the total land base, a significant proportion
of the Purest resources in the county.
Landsat identi f ied 89,947 ha of brush and 96,198 hd of brush-
reUeneration, approxirndtely nine and 10 percent respectively. Over
half of the brush lands identified were indicated as being overtopped
with conifers.	 Landsat datd analysis dt this level previ:l_d no inoica-
tiun of the aye structure of the regeneration zones.
fTat)le 3. Area Estimates For Humboldt County, California Derivec
From Classified Landsat Data - April 12, 1971.
RESOURCE LABEL	 ACRES	 HECTARES	 PEF
Redwood > 80%CC a	 91,029	 37,928
Doug  as - fi r X80 .CC	 485,481	 202.283
I)ouylas-fir;;lardwood	 55,116
	 22.965
61-801,CC
Douglas-fir/Hardwood
16-611CC
Mi xed Conifer >80.CC
Mixed Conifer/Hardwood
bl -d0'+CC
Mixed Conifer/Hardwood
Z6-bl CC
11ardwood '>b0 „CC
Hardwuod 2b-60.CC
brush
Brush-Reyenerdtiun
Agr i Cul Lure-Grass 1 dr is
Sui l< 20%CC -VEG
other
Wdter
TOTAL
	 -------------- ------- 2,109,512 ------ 962.291 ------ 100.0
50.629
300.122
214,109
196,528
74.648
76.396
115,813
230,876
152,608
93,451
55,146
16 1900
21.095
125.300
89.212
81.886
	 8.5
	
31.103
	
3.2
	
31.831
	
3.3
	
89.947
	
9.4
	
96.198
	
10.0
	
63.581
	
6.6
	
38.938
	
4.0
	
22.977
	
2.4
	
7,041
	
0.7
I	
j
Approximately 63,587 ha (152,608 ac) of the Agriculture/Grasslands
categgry were found in the county. This total is somewhat lower than the
information reported from the Landsat statewide inventory (approximately
400,000 ac). Much of the rangeland included as grassland previously is
possibly being classed as brush in this effort.
is
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CONCLUDING REKAKRS
"Rie project goals have been met, as evidenced by the documentation
included here and the fact :hat OF has continued the work begun
Here through an Inter-Agency Agreement with Humboldt State University.
The OF is moving forward to incorporate Landsat data into their
operational forest inventory procedure.
It is unfortunate that the U.S. Forest S^_rvice chose not to incorporate
Landsat at this time. We continue to work with the McCloud Ranger
District on an informal basis and look forward to future Landsat projects.
Please receive my hearty thank you for the opportunity to work in this
exciting aspect of modern day remote sensing.
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